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chwils1@gmail.com <chwils1@gmail.com> Wed, Jul 11, 2018 at 1:07 PM
To: longtermcare.mia@maryland.gov

Dear Nancy Muehlberger:

My wife and I each purchased long-term care insurance policies from John Hancock about 17 years ago.

Each policy was for standard minimum care and cost around $2,500.

This year the same policies have been hiked to nearly $5,000 each for the same coverage.

We can’t keep this up. It’s outrageous!

Charles E. Wilson



 
 

 

MIA LTC Hearing 8/20/2018                       Prepared commentary by Karen Kurland, MBA, CLTC, LTCP 

RE: Mass Mutual’s requested Long Term Care insurance rate increases for residents of Maryland 

 

I have specialized in long term care insurance sales for almost 20 years and have represented many 

carriers offering long term care insurance coverage. My clients have understood the importance of 

purchasing coverage from a financially strong, stable, diversified company, because the policy is one 

that gets placed in force and may remain in place for 20 - 25 years, or more, before the benefits are 

needed.  Therefore, I have hundreds of clients who have purchased coverage from Mass Mutual 

because of their quality product, company’s strength, stability, consistent growth, and demonstrated 

concern for their policyholders and history of consistently “doing the right thing” for the policyholders.  

I have reviewed Mass Mutual’s Actuarial Memorandum dated June 26, 2018, which is requesting rate 

increases on long term care policy forms: 200 Series, 300 Series, 400 Series, 500 Series and 511 Series.  

I am writing because I have concerns regarding the requested rate increases, the options Mass Mutual 

will be offering to policyholders, and the impact these changes may have on policyholders. 

Annually Mass Mutual publishes reports touting their exemplar quality and performance and concern 

for their policyholders. 

In 2017 Mass Mutual published the attached brochure, “Quality and Performance Matter”. Some 

highlights are summarized below: 

 Who you choose to work with matters.  

 Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company is a mutual life insurance company providing long-term 

value.  

 Has paid dividends to participating policyowners every year since 1869. 

 Paid $4.9 billion in insurance and annuity benefits in 2016 

 Ended 2016 with $675 billion of assets under management. 

 Finished 2016 with a record level of total adjusted capital - $17.3 billion, while surplus totaled $15.1 

billion; both are key indicators of the company’s financial strength. 

 Provided more than $20 million in charitable contributions in 2016, …. 

 Issued more than $690 million of life insurance coverage since 2002 through MassMutual’s LifeBridge 

Free Life Insurance Program 

 

In 2018 Mass Mutual published, also attached, “Live Mutual”, 2017 Annual and Corporate 

Responsibility Report, highlighting continued success: 

 “2017 was an outstanding year for MassMutual.” (pg. 4) 
 On page 2 under “Helping Our Customers Live Mutual” stating, “It’s that long standing financial 

strength which also enabled us to announce our 150th consecutive dividend payout in 2018 to all 
eligible participating policyowners. This historic estimated $1.6 billion payout is backed by our strong 
fundamentals and longtime competitive advantage of our diverse portfolio ….” 
 



 
 

 

 Under 2017 Performance Review beginning on page 4: 
“Record sales in life insurance and Institutional sales, a highly diversified investment 

 strategy coupled with strong market performance, and a productive distribution  
 network helped MassMutual protect and grown the assets of the company.”                                                                                                                                                                    
 
“Historically high sales in core businesses outperformed the industry, a reflection of the company’s 
attractive portfolio of products and services. Highlights included: 

•     The twelfth consecutive year of record weighted1 whole life sales –up 9 percent from  
        2016 to $678 million 

 Record sales from our Institutional businesses, topping $10 billion in 2017 and up 47 percent over prior 
year 

 Integration of MSI Financial Services, Inc. with MML Investors Services, LLC (MMLIS) put MMLIS among 
the nation’s largest insurance company-owned broker-dealers 

 Earnings results were also impressive. Net gain from operations before policyowner dividends and 
taxes – the company’s primary earnings measure as a mutual company – was $1.8 billion, up 18 
percent from 2016, driven by double-digit increases in all insurance business lines–life, annuities, 
disability and long-term care insurance. 

 Statutory surplus and total adjusted capital – the two key measures of a company’s overall financial 
strength – both reached record high levels. Surplus grew to $15.7 billion while total adjusted capital 
increased slightly to $17.4 billion – in spite of the negative impact from tax reform – positioning 
MassMutual with the financial resources and flexibility needed to manage for optimal long-term results. 

 MassMutual approved an estimated payout of $1.6 billion in policyowner dividends2 for 2018, 
upholding our commitment to operate for the benefit of eligible participating policyowners. 

 In addition, $5.1 billion in insurance and annuity benefits were paid in 2017, as we delivered on our 
purpose to help people secure their future and protect the ones they love.” 

 
 
When examining options for long term care insurance coverage with my clients, their financial 
situation at the time of purchase and the projections of their finances going forward and for their years 
during retirement are carefully considered – as they should be. Many policyholders, who purchased 
the earliest policy series’, 18 years ago, have been in retirement for many years and are now well into 
their late 70’s and 80’s…... just when their need to use benefits will soon be upon them. Hardly the 
time to ask them to scale back benefits because the premium increases are beyond their budget. With 
costs of care increasing along with all other expenses, every dollar of LTCi benefit is anticipated as 
being needed.  
 
As the MIA is aware, we as Financial Service Representatives, are required to complete on-going 
continuing education. Annual courses educating and reinforcing our understanding of and issues 
unique to an aging population, from both a planning perspective and those of a physical nature --
recognizing flags of diminished capacity and to prevent exploitation of older adults.  
 
 
1. Weighted sales are based on annualized new premium with single premium payments weighted at 10 percent, “Live Mutual”, 2017 Annual and 
Corporate Responsibility Report 
2. Dividends are determined annually, subject to change and not guaranteed, “Live Mutual”, 2017 Annual and Corporate Responsibility Report 
 ***2017 Performance Review information taken from:  Quality & Performance Matter –  LI76025 7/17   CRN201807-215000     



 
 

 

We have and continue to work with pre-retirees who are making financial planning decisions that will 

impact their lives as they age into what can be their most vulnerable time of life. “Senior” issues have 

become current top priorities identified by regulators (FINRA, SEC). Training materials indicate that 

“seniors” are identified as anyone age 60 and older. Implementing premium rate increases at a time 

when our clients have attained advanced senior ages (70’s and 80’s), may have diminished capacity – 

mentally (reduced mental acuity as normal process in aging) and financially – and have potential for 

tremendous negative impact on their long term financial plan’s goal to remain financially independent 

and have the funds/LTCi benefits, to pay for the cost of care services, is cruel and can be perceived as 

abusive to seniors.  

 
I have clients who are and have been affected by rate increases from various companies in the industry 
over the past several years. I have spent many hours counseling clients and policyholders impacted by 
premium increases. Each policyholders’ financial circumstances are different – we are not having 
discussions of National Average Loss Ratios, National Claims Statistics or the millions of annualized 
premiums the companies foresee as being insufficient. Our conversations focus on their current 
financial and health situations, announced increases to premiums – which will be due in 60 to 90 days,  
and guiding them in preserving their Long Term Care insurance benefit. I have closely followed the 
MIA’s Public Hearings, which have been informative and greatly appreciated. Please do not 
misinterpret a lack of high-profile public outcry to the industry’s ongoing rate increases as policyholder 
acceptance. I have observed, across the board, some policyholders are able to handle rate increases 
better than others; however, all premium paying policyholders have their limits. Maryland consumers 
depend upon the MIA to “draw some lines in the sand”, to develop and enforce guidelines, to protect 
them.  
  

Uniform rate increases across each policy series have varying levels of impact on the policyholders.  
 
Mass Mutual’s Actuarial commentary on page one of their memorandum, under “Requested Rate 
Increase” stating “the company is requesting a premium rate increase to achieve a rate level consistent 
with that on its currently marketed 513 Series new business product.…. This rate increase is then 
capped on a seriatim basis such that no insured will receive a rate increase in excess of 100%. The 
company is seeking this rate increase request to help alleviate the adverse performance on this 
business.” ….is hardly reassuring to policyholders who will struggle to handle a single 15% increase.  
The many pages of actuarial data do not include any information on how the LTCi Buyer Profile and 
product affordability has changed over the past 18 years. Like the rest of the country, Marylanders 
have been living longer, spending more years in retirement, and experiencing the increasing costs of 
living at a time in their lives when they are not able to create additional income. They cannot afford 
the risk associated with being more aggressive with their principal investments that currently provide 
their income. Mass Mutual did not enter the Long-Term Care insurance marketplace as early as many 
other companies and had opportunity to understand and learn from others’ experience.  I believe Mass 
Mutual has managed their Long-Term Care Insurance segment carefully and conservatively, as they 
have historically done with all of business.  Businesses need to be able to weather the storm of their 
business decisions and not look to their policyholders to alleviate the adverse performance on this 
business.  



 
 

 

 
Mass Mutual, an industry leader, which is financially strong, stable, and a diversified growing entity 
should lead the way in the industry and find a way to absorb some of the need for increases that they 
are requesting to pass on to individuals and aging policyholders. 
 
In consideration of concerns regarding the impact of requested rate increases, I offer the following 

recommendations: 

1. Exclude policyholders age 75 and older from these increases. (Precedent has been set by other 

carriers). 

2. Continue the 15% limit in Maryland, on rate increases in any one year. Pursuant to COMAR 

31.14.01.04. 

3. Once a rate increase has been granted, no additional rate increases shall be implemented for a 

period of 5 years, for Mass Mutual and all carriers going forward.  (Keep in mind, Mass Mutual’s 

Actuarial Memorandum indicates their Average Purchasing Age across all policy series has  

been 56.  Therefore, the majority of their LTCi policyholders have already reached “senior” 

ages. 

4. Going forward, once a policyholder has held a policy for 10 years or more and has reached age 

75, there should be no further rate increases.  

5. Require Mass Mutual to provide sufficient benefit change options to impacted policyholders so 

that the policyholders have tools available to control premium while maintaining the most 

value of their accrued benefit.  

 Please understand that exercising any non-forfeiture option available would ultimately 

provide the policyholder with a minimal amount of Long Term Care insurance benefit 

compared to the amount of benefit they anticipated having available. 

 For Partnership Qualified policies, which became available for sale in Maryland in 2008, 

require options allowing inflation protection adjustments that would be compliant with 

Maryland’s LTC Partnership Program, in the event of an inforce premium rate increase. 

 For policies containing 5% Simple Inflation Protection, require options for policyholders 

to reduce the rate of inflation protection growth (i.e. 1% simple; 2% simple; 3% simple), 

starting with the attained benefit amount reached by the policy.  

  

Respectfully submitted, 

Karen Kurland, MBA, CLTC, LTCP 

Member of the LTCi Mid-Atlantic Roundtable since 1999 

11350 McCormick Road, EP IV, Suite 200 
Hunt Valley, MD 21031 
 

(410) 484-6282 
Karen@KurlandFinancial.com 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

DEAR MS.MUEHLBERGER, 
I AM VEHEMENTLY OPPOSED TO LTCI RATE INCREASES 
REQUESTED BY JOHN HANCOCK INS. CO. 
I SIGNED UP FOR THIS POLICY IN THE YEAR 2000 
I HAVE PAID15% INCREASES PER YEAR FOR EACH THREE 
YEAR PERIOD. 
TO REDUCE OPTIONS ,TO LOWER COSTS IS NOT 
ADVANTAGOUS TO ME AS I CHOSE THIS PLAN IN  
ANTICIPATION OF MY FUTURE NEEDS.THIS HAS NOT 
CHANGED FOR ME. 
INCREASING RATES IN MY LTCI POLICY IS A FINANCIAL 
BURDEN. 
I SINCERELY HOPE MIA WILL DENY THE CONTINUAL RATE 
INCREASES JOHN HANCOCK DESIRES 
I APPRECIATE YOUR ATTENTION TO THIS MATTER ON 
MY BEHALF.DOLORES FASH. 
 
Sent from my iPad 
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That’s what mutuality is all about. It’s not only how we 
run our business – operating for the benefit of our 
members and policyowners – it’s also a way of living 
in which we can depend on each other. We recognize
that we can achieve so much more together than alone.

Given the events of last year, it’s a principle that remains 
especially relevant. Yes, the markets performed 
strongly, reflecting an improving and optimistic global 
economy. Yet it was a tumultuous year, marked by 
political instability at home and abroad, the growing 
threat of terrorism and war, and, sadly, horrible acts of 
hatred and intolerance that have no place in this world.

In these times of division and uncertainty, people value 
moments of mutuality more than ever. Because when
we Live Mutual, we rely on each other, find strength in
each other, and ultimately, build a better future together.

Helping Our Customers Live Mutual
In that spirit, we’re proud of the progress we made 
in 2017 with helping more people plan for life’s most 
important moments.

As always, our biggest priority is helping a greater 
number of people. Last year, we once again posted 
record sales of life insurance, outpacing the industry 
and increasing the amount of coverage we provide to 
nearly $670 billion. We served more than half a million 
new customers in our Workplace and Institutional

businesses, helping to grow their retirement savings,
deliver their pension payments, and provide protection 
for their families. We earned their trust and confidence 
by strengthening our excellent financial foundation, as
we ended 2017 with $17.4 billion in total adjusted capital, 
the most in our history, and maintained among the
highest ratings of any company in any industry.1

It’s that long-standing financial strength which also
enabled us to announce our 150th consecutive dividend 
payout in 2018 to all eligible participating policyowners.2
This historic estimated $1.6 billion payout is backed by
our strong fundamentals and longtime competitive 
advantage of our diverse portfolio of domestic and 
international insurance, Workplace and Institutional
businesses, as well as our global asset management firms, 
OppenheimerFunds Inc. and Barings. Together, our 
combined businesses managed more than $770 billion 
in assets last year, a new record.

To maintain that foundation so many depend on, 
we continued to evolve so we can capitalize on new 
opportunities and create even more value for our 
policyowners. For instance, last year we announced 
our plan to sell our Hong Kong–based subsidiary, 
MassMutual Asia, to Yunfeng Financial Group and
several Asia-based investors. Once closed, this trans-
action will provide an outstanding immediate return, 
long-term value through an ongoing ownership 
interest in the new combined entity, and innovative 
opportunities both at home and abroad.

All of these efforts support our ability to deliver on our 
commitments to you. In fact, last year, we delivered 
more than $5 billion in benefits, with each dollar help-
ing our policyowners and customers live a better life. 

Still, with the progress we’ve made, there is much more 
to do given the vast number of financially underpre-
pared in our country. For too many, financial security
is becoming increasingly out of reach, and our strategy 
is built around developing a lasting solution to this 
enduring problem.

First, it starts with our people. We spent every day of 
2017 helping our customers at all stages of life, whether 
it was an advisor counseling a business owner on a suc-
cession plan, a retirement education specialist showing 
a worker how to save more each month, or a customer

Dear Fellow Policyowners and Customers,

From the time we issued our first policy in 1851, 
MassMutual’s work has been grounded in a promise:
You can count on us at the most important 
moments of your life.

In these times of division and 
uncertainty, people value moments 
of mutuality more than ever.
Because when we Live Mutual, we
rely on each other, find strength 
in each other, and ultimately, 
build a better future together.
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service representative ensuring a disability income
check got to a claimant on time. While each situation
is different, the experience is the same: a personal
connection you can rely on to help navigate your
biggest financial challenges.

At the same time, we know that in today’s world, many
of our daily interactions are digital in nature. So whether
you want to work with us in person, on your tablet, or
both, our goal is to make the experience simple and
seamless. That’s why we also spent 2017 enhancing and
expanding the ways we serve you – anytime, anywhere –
so we can best meet your needs on your terms.

We refreshed our brand, celebrating interdependence
and reflecting the values that have long guided us,
while also launching a new massmutual.com, where you
can find an advisor near you, buy life insurance directly,
or actively manage your portfolio. We also continued
to use data to drive better outcomes – from expanding
our use of algorithms to provide protection in a frac-
tion of the time, to giving workers the ability to track
and improve their retirement readiness right from
their phones.

At the heart of these solutions is our dedicated and
talented team of colleagues. Their innovative spirit
and tireless efforts continue to earn us recognition
across a broad range of areas, including operational
excellence from the Shingo Institute, diversity and
inclusion from the Human Rights Campaign, and
ethics and integrity from the Ethisphere Institute.

And finally, our passion for making life better for our
customers extends to our communities. In its first full
year in 2017, the MassMutual Foundation broadened
economic opportunities for youths and their families,
including the expansion of our FutureSmart digital
curriculum, which has provided financial and life
lessons to nearly a million students. In addition, last
year marked the 15th anniversary of our LifeBridge
program, which has provided nearly $700 million in
free life insurance3 to thousands of families across
the country.

Depending On Each Other
Like so much of what we do, all of these initiatives are
centered on the notion that we’re always stronger

when we recognize our responsibilities to each other –
and work to improve the lives of those around us.
That’s exactly what we’ve done for the past century
and a half, as we’ve helped generations of people
secure their future and protect the ones they love.

I’m proud of that purpose, proud of our accomplish-
ments in 2017, and most of all, proud to be part of the
MassMutual community with each of you. Together,
we can build a future that brings us closer. That shows
us we don’t have to go it alone. That makes life better
for all of us.

That’s what it means to Live Mutual. We look forward to
working with you this year – and every year – to make
that vision a reality.

Sincerely,

Roger W. Crandall
Chairman, President & Chief Executive Officer

1 Financial strength ratings are for Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company (MassMutual) and its U.S.-domiciled life insurance subsidiaries, C.M. Life
Insurance Company and MML Bay State Life Insurance Company, as follows: A.M. Best Company, A++ (Superior); Fitch Ratings, AA+ (Very Strong); Moody’s
Investors Service, Aa2 (Excellent); and Standard & Poor’s, AA+ (Very Strong). Ratings are as of 3/1/18 and are subject to change.

2 Dividends are determined annually, subject to change and not guaranteed.
3 MassMutual pays the premiums.

Benefits to
our customers

Total adjusted
capital

Consecutive dividend
payout in 2018More than

$5B $17.4B 150th
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Performance Summary

As of December 31: 2017 2016
Premium income $ 17,762 $ 21,246
Net investment income 6,866 6,660
Fees and other income 1,485 1,654

Total revenue $ 26,113 $ 29,560
Policyowners’ benefits $ 20,646 $ 19,118
Change in policyowners’ reserves (337) 5,335
Commissions and other expenses 3,957 3,536

Total benefits and expenses $ 24,266 $ 27,989
Net gain from operations before dividends and taxes $ 1,847 $ 1,571
Dividends to policyowners 1,569 1,566
Net gain from operations before taxes $ 278 $ 5
Federal income tax expense (benefit) (290) (277)
Net gain from operations $ 568 $ 282
Net realized capital gains (431) (212)

Net income $ 137 $ 70

Summary of Operations
(Consolidated statutory basis, in millions)

Summary of Financial Position
(Consolidated statutory basis, in millions)

As of December 31: 2017 2016
Short-term investments and cash $ 3,939 $ 3,950
Bonds 94,870 88,208
Other invested assets 70,366 67,965

Total invested assets $ 169,175 $ 160,123
Other assets 7,095 6,681
Separate account assets 75,505 68,234

 Total assets $ 251,775 $ 235,038
Policyowners’ reserves $ 133,547 $ 128,425
Policyowners’ dividends 1,601 1,609
Other liabilities 22,109 18,092
Asset valuation reserve 3,308 3,264
Separate account liabilities 75,505 68,225
 Total liabilities $ 236,070 $ 219,615
Surplus 15,705 15,423

Total liabilities and surplus $ 251,775 $ 235,038

Capitalizing on strong operating fundamentals, prudent risk management and
a disciplined investment strategy, MassMutual’s 2017 results reflect continued
growth in assets and capital.

Total assets
increased

7%
driven by strong sales

and investment
results

Dividends to
policyowners topped

$1.5B
for fourth

consecutive year

Surplus reached
an all-time high,

$15.7B
Net gain from

operations before
dividends and taxes

was up

18%
over prior year
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We believe that the best way to help ensure that we’ll
be there for policyowners and their loved ones is through
the consistent application of a long-standing invest-
ment philosophy. Our goal is to generate competitive
long-term results for policyowners, while preserving
the ability to withstand downturns in financial markets.
We extend this approach through the way we manage

our General Investment Account (GIA), which comprises
the assets we use to meet our obligations to our policy-
owners. Our focus on long-term, risk-adjusted returns
and the consistent application of our investment strat-
egy has resulted in a portfolio that has performed well
in the past and is positioned to do so in the future.

Total Invested Assets
December 31, 2017 (In Millions)

Bonds
December 31, 2017 (In Millions)

Policy loans are loans taken by policyowners against the cash surrender value of their
policies and, as such, are secured by the cash surrender value of those policies.

Investment
Philosophy and Strategy

Diversification
We diversify the composition of the GIA by investing in a variety
of asset classes in order to reduce the impact of negative events
on our portfolio. MassMutual further diversifies by investing in
strategic operating businesses, such as OppenheimerFunds,
Inc.; Barings; and MassMutual International LLC.

Prudent Security Selection
Our investment professionals conduct regular, thorough reviews
of both current and potential holdings to ensure that they meet
our criteria for inclusion in the GIA.

Relative Value
A relative value assessment of risk versus return informs our
decision-making process as we consider various opportunities
and their prospective impacts on GIA performance.

$ 94,870 Bonds

$ 23,521 Mortgage Loans

$ 14,879 Common & Preferred Stocks

$ 13,569 Policy Loans

$ 9,677 Derivatives & Other Assets

$ 7,863 Partnerships & LLCs

$ 3,939 Short-Term & Cash

$ 857 Real Estate

*Residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), commercial mortgage-backed
securities (CMBS), and asset-backed securities (ABS)

$33,669 Private Corporate

$28,704 Public Corporate

$13,250 CMBS & Other ABS*

$ 9,008 U.S. Treasury & Agency

$ 5,909 Municipal & Sovereign

$ 1,769 Other

$ 1,048 Investment Funds

$ 802 Agency RMBS*

$ 711 Non-Agency RMBS*

$169,175 $94,870
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Neighbors

Helping Puerto Rico
Rebuild
When John Vaccaro, head of MassMutual

Financial Advisors, flew to Puerto Rico to

deliver medical supplies after Hurricane Irma, he

witnessed devastation before even stepping

off the plane. “What I thought were blue

roofs I soon realized were not roofs at all, but

tarps distributed by FEMA for homes that had

been destroyed,” Vaccaro says. The tour of

destruction continued from there as the

MassMutual team visited a responder staging

area and met with our San Juan advisors.

Beyond the team’s delivery of 2,000 pounds

of supplies, the MassMutual Foundation

approved a $250,000 grant to the Massachusetts

United for Puerto Rico Fund to support relief

efforts. “For me, the trip was a reminder that

we are a great company focused on helping

people,” Vaccaro says. “In a world full of

challenges, great companies will continue

to serve others.”

$250,000
MassMutual Foundation donation
to the Massachusetts United for
Puerto Rico Fund

11
Full bins of winter clothes donated,
in collaboration with ALMMA

230+
Families helped through donations
and assistance programs in 2017
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1 Audit
2 Corporate Governance
3 Executive
4 Human Resources
5 Investment
* Chair

Board Committees

Roger W. Crandall (2, 3*, 5)
Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Massachusetts Mutual
Life Insurance Company
Springfield, Massachusetts

Karen H. Bechtel (1, 5)
Managing Director, Retired
The Carlyle Group
New York, New York

Mark T. Bertolini (2, 3, 4*)
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Aetna Inc.
Hartford, Connecticut

Kathleen A. Corbet (1, 3, 5)
Lead Director
Massachusetts Mutual
Life Insurance Company
Springfield, Massachusetts

Founder and Principal
Cross Ridge Capital, LLC
New Canaan, Connecticut

Former President
Standard & Poor’s
New York, New York

James H. DeGraffenreidt, Jr. (2, 4)
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer,
Retired
WGL Holdings, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Robert A. Essner (2, 4)
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer,
Retired
Wyeth
Madison, New Jersey

Isabella D. Goren (1, 5)
Former Chief Financial Officer
American Airlines, Inc. and
AMR Corporation
Fort Worth, Texas

Jeffrey M. Leiden, M.D., Ph.D. (2, 5)
Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Vertex Pharmaceuticals Incorporated
Boston, Massachusetts

Marc F. Racicot (2*, 3, 4)
Former Governor of Montana
Former President
American Insurance Association
Washington, D.C.

Laura J. Sen (1, 4)
Former Non-Executive Chairman
and Former Chief Executive Officer
BJ’s Wholesale Club, Inc.
Westborough, Massachusetts

William T. Spitz (2, 3, 5*)
Principal, Co-Founder and Director
Diversified Trust Company
Nashville, Tennessee

Vice Chancellor for
Investments Emeritus
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee

H. Todd Stitzer (1*, 3, 5)
Former Chief Executive Officer
Cadbury PLC
London, United Kingdom

Board of Directors
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1 Dividends are determined annually, subject to change and not guaranteed.
2 Assets Under Management include assets and certain external investment funds managed by MassMutual subsidiaries, 

including OppenheimerFunds, Inc. and Barings.
3 These consolidated results also include MassMutual’s U.S.-domiciled, wholly owned subsidiaries: MML Bay State Life 

Insurance Company and C.M. Life Insurance Company.
4 Weighted sales are based on annualized new premium, with single premium payments calculated at 10 percent.
5 Data source: FORTUNE® Magazine, 6/12/17
6 MassMutual pays the premiums on $50,000 of term life insurance for eligible parents or guardians, with the benefit paid 

into a trust earmarked for their child’s education. Trust services provided by The MassMutual Trust Company, fsb, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of MassMutual.

Strong, stable company 
with consistent growth

• Ended 2016 with $675 billion of assets 
under management2

• Finished 2016 with a record level of  
total adjusted capital — $17.3 billion, 
while surplus totaled $15.4 billion; both 
are key indicators of the company’s 
financial strength3

• Achieved record-breaking weighted 
whole life insurance sales4 of 
$657 million in 2016 — the eleventh 
straight year

• Attained $18.3 billion in total Workplace 
and Institutional sales, with a record 
$11.4 billion of retirement plan sales  
in 2016

• Supported a national network of more 
than 9,500 financial professionals at 
year-end 2016 — highest ever

• Ranked 77 in the annual FORTUNE® 
500 ranking5

Responsible company
• Provided more than $20 million in 

charitable contributions in 2016, 
focusing on financial education, 
education and economic development 
in our communities, and evolved our 
FutureSmartSM financial education 
program for middle- and high school 
students, offering an innovative digital 
curriculum that has already educated 
nearly 400,000

• Named a 2017 World’s Most Ethical 
Company by the Ethisphere Institute, 
recognized as a top company for 
executive women by NAFE, and 
honored by ContactCenterWorld 
as one of the Americas’ top-ranking 
performers in its contact center and 
customer service categories

• Issued more than $690 million of life 
insurance coverage since 2002 through 
MassMutual’s LifeBridgeSM Free Life 
Insurance Program6
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longtermcare mia -MDInsurance- <longtermcare.mia@maryland.gov>

Long-Term Care Insurance Rate Review, Consumer Comment 

Timothy Madden <timothy.madden@verizon.net> Sun, Aug 5, 2018 at 12:07 PM
To: longtermcare.mia@maryland.gov

 We are Tim and Bonnie Madden. We are 64 years old and life long residents of Maryland. Bonnie has retired and
Tim is planning to retire in 4 years. We saw the need for long-term care insurance in our plans for retirement after caring
for our aging parents. Our parents lived into their nineties and all required long term care. 

 We took out policies in 2012.We learned earlier this year that our long-term care policy provider, Mass Mutual, is
requesting a rate increase. We are writing today to voice our opposition to any rate increase.

        We selected a policy that allowed a 10-year period premium payment. The policy also included realistic limits on the
benefit period (6 years, 180 day elimination period, 3% inflation rider and limited daily benefit amounts). We saw these
coverage limits as allowing Mass Mutual to maintain policy under the prescribed premium payments. Now we learned that
Mass Mutual feels it necessary to increase   premiums beyond what was included in our policy. We object and ask that
the Maryland Insurance Administration deny their request.

        We have worked very hard to plan for our retirement so as not to be a financial burden to our children or the
government. Any rate increase will jeopardize this possibility.  Please consider our opinion in rendering any decision on
this rate increase.

Regards, 

Tim and Bonnie Madden




